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What is the name of the girl who jumps of the roof of her Manchester home, to her death in the first 
episode? 

Alyssa 

6 months after the girl committed suicide, what North West town does the series then focus on? Bolton 
What are the names of the 6 friends, the main characters of the series? Rochelle, Wren, Ashley, Anthony, Noah 

and Taz 
What name do the group of friends collectively call themselves? The Dickheads  
When Roche separates herself from the party on the moor, she receives a link to an app, what is the 
name of the app? 

Red Rose 

When 'Red Rose' is first opened, what is the message that appears on screen? Welcome to the New You 
When prompted by 'Red Rose' what are the three wishes Roche writes on her mirror in lipstick? Wealth, Respect, Power 
Who is the apparition that Roche keeps seeing? Her mother who died a long time ago 
What happens to the text messages Roche and Wren send to each other that cause their rift? Translated into something else before 

received  
When the App prompts Roche to kiss Noah at a party and she declines, what is shown on a screen 
that makes her kiss Noah? 

A video of her queuing up at a food bank 

Where do the friends discover Roche's lifeless body? In the bathtub 
Everyone believes Roche committed suicide, who is the only friend that believes this not to be true and 
announces her feelings at Roche's funeral? 

Wren 

What condition does Anthony's mother suffer from? Alcoholism 
What are the names of the two girls who accuse Wren of being like her father and she then beats up? Jenna (Big Jenna and Little Jenna) 
What is the allegation the two Jenna's accuse Wren's father of for serving time in prison? That he murdered someone 
What was the charge that Wren's father was jailed for? Manslaughter 
Which friend found out about Alyssa who committed suicide 6 months previously? Taz 
In episode 4, we are taken back in time to 2013 and amongst others, we see Rita, Gloria and Rachel 
taking part in what activity? 

Ouiji board 

Wren received a message that reads 'Come with me if you want to live tomorrow at 12pm'. The location 
is in Manchester, near the viaducts. Too much surprise of the friends, who turns out to be the sender 
of the message? 

Jaya 

Whilst in Manchester, Wren sees Roche when she holds her camera up. Roche asks Wren to follow her 
into a pitch-dark tunnel. What nearly kills Wren whilst following Roche? 

A train 
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When Jaya research’s more info about the App, she discovers a person she believes to be the developer 
and that the app is also linked to his suicide. What is the developer’s name?  

Jacob Taylor 

When the friends visit the Taylor's home to find answers about the App. They discover a sketch of a 
girl in Jacob's room. Who is the sketch off? 

Alyssa 

In Jacob's room, Jaya and Wren discover a computer they believe 'Red Rose' was created on. What has 
happened to the computer? 

It has been destroyed 

Jaya receives a phone call from Jacob who tells her what about Wren? That her time is up 
After receiving the phone call from Jacob, without using speech, Jaya signs for the group to switch 
off their smartphones and disconnect the router. What does she hand out so the group can 
communicate safely? 

Regular mobile phone (basic phones) 

While Jaya works on Jacob's codes, whose house do the friends stay at? Taz 
When the group have dinner together, who do they toast? Roche 
Which two unlikely friends become very close, who the rest of the group believe will become an item as 
the series progresses? 

Taz and Ashley 

Whilst staying together at Taz's house, the doorbell rings twice. The first time, it is two elders at the 
door. Who is at the door on the second ring and who sent them? 

A group of people for a party sent by Red 
Rose 

Who does Jaya believe to be Red Rose after Wren gets in a car with him? Simon 
After Simon falls of the roof, a man is seen watching the entire incident on his computer screen. A 
woman calls out to the man, what game does the man tell the woman he is finishing up? 

Simon Says 

Wren has a dream about Simon strangling her in what? Bathtub 
On Results Day, Taz surprises Ashley with tickets for where? Paris 
Wren and Rick spend time together at which seaside resort? Blackpool 
What does Rick tell Wren he does not deserve to be called? Dad 
Who does Wren see looking at Roche's results, who said 'she did amazing'? Vinny 
When Anthony shows his results to his mother and fails to get a response, who does he pay a visit to 
and wins praise from? 

Jacob's mother, Mrs Taylor 

Mrs Taylor gives Jacobs' tablet to Anthony, who takes it to Jaya. Jaya learns from the tablet that 
Red Rose also has a website. What else does Jaya find on the tablet? 

Vlogs of Jacob 

In his Vlogs, Jaya learns that Jacob is scared of who? The Gardener 
Whilst drinking at Wren's house, who does Wren and Ashley officially welcome into their group? Jaya 
Whilst the group discuss what Roche would be in life, what does Anthony declare? He is gay 
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Jaya decodes the password for the Red Rose Website. What is the password? iloveyoutoo 
Ashley ends up in hospital after being pushed down an embankment. Whilst still unconscious, Ashley 
is removed from her hospital bed and locked in a metal box then placed in which hospital room? 

Locked in the morgue 

Whilst Anthony is being chased by a masked person, who helps him to escape and escort him to the 
hospital so that he can meet up with his friends? 

A trio of drunk women 

How does Jacob lose control of Red Rose to 'The Gardener'? He gives The Gradener admin access 
Who dropped a red rose into Alyssa's grave? The Gardener 
When Wren goes looking for her kidnapped father, her friends go looking for her. What does Ashley 
suggest the group do so that they are not detected by Red Rose? 

Use the underground tunnels 

What does Wren do to her father’s captor, who she believes is The Gardener, that enables her to free 
her father?  

Beats him to death with a stick 

 


